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Comments on Course Characteristics 

• Lots of parts to remember. Maybe could be condensed better. 

• I really liked how the course flowed and how it built on itself. The real-world application 

was also quite helpful! 

• I really enjoyed taking this course over the summer. Even though it was fast paced, the 

information was delivered in a coherent and logical way that built off previous concepts 

so it was easy to understand how it was all connected. 

• Professor Sun is a very knowledgeable teacher and teaches the course material very 

well. The material was rigorous, but was communicated effectively to the class, and was 

made understandable. It was interesting material as well, full of useful information. 

 

Comments on Instructor Characteristics 

• Very knowledgable. Went through things thoroughly. 

• Great professor! Very helpful and made the class an overall enjoyable learning 

experience! 

• Such a great instructor! Math and economics-related subjects aren't my strong suit, but 

the way the class was set up and the way concepts were explained made difficult 

content easy to digest. The availability and accessibility was also wonderful! She was also 

quite accommodating and helpful. 

• She was one of the best professors I have had at Kenan-Flagler! She was so kind to her 

students and passionate about her lectures, and I really enjoyed taking her class. She 

was very responsive out of class, and I would 100% recommend her to future students 

considering taking her for this course. 

• She has great understanding of corporate finance and is very effective in communicating 

the material. She can be a little quiet at times, but is overall a great professor. 

 

Please comment on this professor’s ability to foster a diverse and inclusive classroom 

environment 

• Good job, welcomed all answers. 

• She always made sure we felt comfortable and welcomed. Really great job! 

• I thought that she did a great job at fostering a diverse and inclusive classroom 

environment. She called on us to ensure participation, but treated all students fairly and 

was responsive to anyone who asked a question or needed help. 

• Our class was very small, but everybody was included in discussions and examples. Great 

classroom environment. 


